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records for life
The Road to Health
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RESEARCH | INTRODUCTION

Records for Life is an initiative sponsored by the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation, seeking submissions
for re-designs of child immunization health records. The
contest, which was opened to all agencies, non-profits
and individuals, received ideas from over 300 teams from
over 41 countries. Live Well Collaborative’s Road to
Health prototype placed as a top 40 semi-finalist, all
of which were evaluated and tested by a panel of design
and immunization specialists.
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The Road to Health concept is unique because it
serves as a critical piece of medical information for
health workers and mothers in Tanzania. The new
design presents the child’s health and vaccination
status through a more efficient and easy-to-use
booklet. Research included systemic literature
reviews, benchmarking of current records, and
interviews with health experts. A waterproof and
tear-resistant synthetic paper was used for the final
prototype to ensure the record was durable and
kept safe.

RESEARCH | KEY STATISTICS
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Children born in Tanzania are
more likely to die before their
fifth birthday than any other
children in the neighboring
East African region.
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In 2000, Tanzania had 223,000
child deaths placing it ninth on
a list of nations with the highest
number of child deaths.
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Child deaths in Sub-Saharan
Africa account for nearly
half of all deaths in the
developing world.

Key Statistics
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Over one third of all
Tanzanian child deaths are
linked to malnutrition.

The World Bank Group -
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In 2000, child mortality rates for
industrialized nations were 6 per
1000 children, but in sub-Saharan
Africa the rate was 175 deaths
per 1000 children.

Maternal Barriers to Childhood

345
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WHO | Child mortality - World

https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/

Vaccinations in Tanzania - http://

Health Organization - http://www.who.int/

category/regions/world-region

scholarworks.gsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.

pmnch/media/press_materials/fs/fs_mdg4_

cgi?article=1152&context=iph_theses

childmortality/en/

Approximately 390 children under
the age of five in Tanzania die
every day of mainly preventable
and treatable conditions.
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UNICEF - http://www.unicef.org/tanza-

nia/6906_10741.html

RESEARCH | BENCHMARKING

b e nchmarking

l i t e r at u r e

interiews

reviews

w i t h e x p e rt s

Researched various sources, including books
and articles to determine what is known
already about immunizations in Tanzania and
other countries and what new data is required.
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Current health records in Tanzania
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FINAL DESIGN | VACCINATION SCHEDULE

Allows the health worker to easily identify
vaccinations at each visit by seeing them
tracked and organized across each column.
Easy to see how vaccines have been given in a
series. The health worker can no longer miss a
vaccine needed in a series.
Beneficial for the mother because she can
easily see how many vaccinations are left for
her child.
The colors of each visit correspond to the
colored tabs attached to the calendar shown
below.
The calendar was designed for the mother to
remind them of the vaccination appointments.
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immunizations
available at
market

Incorporated a lunar calendar, rain, harvest,
and planting seasons and important Tanzanian
holidays to help mother keep track of days in
relation to her appointment date.
The illustrations on each page reflect the season
and corresponds to the seasonal calendar on the
first page.
The calendar can be used to write dates of
special immunization times, for example, if a
health worker is coming to the mother’s village
during a market day.

FINAL DESIGN | CALENDAR

The health worker can circle the date of
the next appointment and write important
reminders for the mother. The calendar allows
the health worker to schedule an appointment
while keeping in mind holidays and seasonal
schedules that may be a conflict.

Booklet can be set up to be used as a calendar.
Each clinic will have a master binder with
stickers of immunizations needed at each
point of contact with the health system.
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FINAL DESIGN | WEIGHT CHART

Incorporated symbols to make it easier
for health workers to record when solids are
introduced, breastfeeding is started and other
key times when intervention or advisement
is needed.
GREEN is used to indicate that the child is
within a healthy weight range.
YELLOW indicates that the child may be in
danger and needs advice.
RED zone indicates the child may be ill and
needs extra care.
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FINAL DESIGN | NUTRITION GUIDE
Education Booklet teaches mother about the
health of her child through illustrations and
instructionsThe booklet is organized into 6
simple steps for maintaining healthy nutrition
for the child.
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5
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Breast feeding
Weaning
Suggested food pyramid
Proteins
Protective food for a child’s diet
Introduction of solid foods

FINAL DESIGN | STORYBOARDS

Bali is born on June 12, 2013.

Health worker fills out Bali’s general
information.

Bali is given three immunization
vaccinations at birth.

Health worker checks the three
immunization vaccinations that
have been given.

Health worker records date of next visit.

Health worker marks the dates of future visits
on each month of the calendar for mother
Dafina.

Volunteer records Bali’s weight on the weight
chart and records reasons for special care.

Volunteer explains principles of breastfeeding
and appropriate food for Dafina using the
nutrition guide.

The health record is handed to Dafina to take
back home.

Dafina uses the health record as a calendar
to keep track of next immun-ization date and
other important dates.

Dafina brings the health record with her to
the next visit. 15 months later all vaccination
boxes are marked completed to show that Bali
has finished all of his needed vaccinations.
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5 KEY FEATURES OF THE ROAD TO HEALTH

a d a p ta b i l i t y

va l u e t o

clarity

caregivers

val u e
to he a lt h
wor k e r s
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durability
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thank you .
Find out more about how you can join us:
Linda Dunseath
LWC Executive Director
ldunseath@livewellcollaborative.org
Our website:
www.livewellcollaborative.org
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